24.ArtScience
Monday, December 3, 2018

5:09 PM

Today
Art-Science-Engineering discussion
 Check your grades, make sure we are up to
date, that your file submissions and postings
are correct.
 Do your reviews of others' work.
 Read reviews of your work and make
corrections (5151 students need archival
refs)
 Team Third due today
 Lobby Show on Weds Dec 12 Noon - 1
Invite your friends and family!
Need volunteers at 11 and 1 for
Blackout windows
Set up screen
Furniture moving
Food setup and monitoring
Cleanup/ take down

Art-Science-Engineering discussion
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was April 9+team number

1. What is art? How do you know if an image is artistic?
2. What is science? How do you know if an image is
scientific?
3. How are art and science similar?
4. How are they different?
5. What is engineering? How does it fit in (art vs science)?
6. What is filmmaking or photography? How does it fit in
(art vs science)?
Discussion structure: In your groups, discuss.
Choose a scribe.
For each question, list answers (on paper, to hand in)
A) you agree on,
B) you disagree on
Then we will compare between groups.
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Then we will compare between groups.

1. What is art? How do you know if an image is artistic?
1. Art is Everything
2. Subjective projection of reality. Thoughts give substance
to ideas
3. Artifact so that others can connect to it; functionality or
an emotion

What is science? How do you know if an image is

1. scientific?
a. Anything used to solve a problem or answer a
question
b. An objective projection of reality; consensus reality
c. Using evidence to test theory, how our physical
reality works
d. Science is repeatable and calibrated.
e. Data or evidence
f. Image is scientific if it demonstrates the physical
world
i. Have to demonstrate facts about physical world
g. No manipulations are permissible to retain scientific
validity

3. How are art and science similar?

4. How are they different?
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5. What is engineering? How does it fit in (art vs science)?
Solving problems using science rather than answering
questions
Engineering turns science into art; i.e. statics eqns into
buildings
Requires aesthetics to be an accepted form of problem
solving
Requires design process

6. What is filmmaking or photography (media)? How does
it fit in (art vs science)?
a. Visually capturing data around us
b. Doesn't have to be either science or art
c. Can be artistic, doesn't have to be
d. Filmmaking: artistic when it expresses grandeur
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1. What is engineering?/ Photo-video How does it fit in (art
vs science)?
Got lost. Engrg is application to represent science as art.
Maybe.
Both can be used in both art and science, may be
exclusionary
Engineering is practice of science for bettering human
experience. Film/photo is recording of world around us.

1.necc
What is art? How do you know if an image is
artistic?
Science
is used to create art, but art can lend more 'flavor',
expression, communication not
addsPersonal
more personality.
needed(what about self-communication?).
Strikes
an emotion
1. What
is filmmaking
or photography? How does it fit in (art
Requires intent; requires credibility
vs science)?
Starts a discussion of form

a. Agreements: Original, novel is definitely,
but not necessarily.
i. Evokes emotion, even non-emotion;
visceral but not emotionally freighted
ii. Successful; has a goal, intention
iii. can stimulate any sense, not
necessarily
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b. Disagreements: Can animals (not humans)
create art? Performance art.
c. Children's art?
d. Does price make it art?
e. Does commonness make it not art?
1. What is science? How do you know if an
image is scientific?
a. Agreements: Search for truth. Search for
understanding.
b. Disagreements: Are facts universal?
2. How are art and science similar?
a. Agreements:
b. Disagreements:
1. How are they different?
1. Agreements:
2. Disagreements:

3. What is engineering? How does it fit in?
a. Agreements:
b. Disagreements:
2. What is engineering? How does it fit in?
1. Agreements:
2. Disagreements:

My definitions:
• Science is a consensus on how reality/the universe works,
based on evidence.
• Art is the execution/instantiation of a vision.
• Engineering is the use of science in design. It can be raised to
an art.
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